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The European Citizens Consultations are
organised by a group of independent
organisations led by the King Baudouin
Foundation (Belgium) in collaboration with
European Citizen Action Service (ECAS), the
European Policy Centre (EPC) and the Network
of European Foundations (NEF). They are
supported by Compagnia di San Paolo,
Riksbankens Jubileumsfond and the Robert
Bosch Stiftung. The European network of
partners and funders includes organisations from
all Member States. The Citizens’Consultations at
national level are organised by coordinating
partners and co-financed by national funders.
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The European Citizens’Consultations
The European Citizens’Consultations provide the first-ever opportunity for members of the public
from all Member States to debate the future of the European Union across the boundaries of
geography and language. Citizens reflecting the diversity of the population are chosen randomly to
take part in the deliberations. They identify common ground and make recommendations to policymakers. The results aim at inspiring European as well as national institutions as they prepare to take
decisions on the next phase of Europe’
s development.
The consultations create a truly European discussion, bringing citizens together at European events
and linking simultaneous national debates on a shared agenda of broad ideas and visions set by the
citizens themselves. The debates ensure that every voice is heard through an innovative
combination of professional facilitation and modern technology.
The European Citizens’Consultations process is driven by a consortium of independent and nonpolitical European foundations and civil society organisations led by the King Baudouin Foundation
and co-financed by the European Commission’
s Plan D.

The Agenda-Setting Event
The Agenda-Setting Event was the first stage of the ECC process. Participants from all European
Member States met in Brussels to present their opinions on their experiences with Europe, and what
they think Europe should be about in the future. In identifying common ground on the central question
of “what Europe do we want?”, they set the agenda for the following dialogue process (see also
section “What happens next?”).
Eight citizens from each of the Member States are selected at random by an opinion research
agency to reflect the diversity of the population. Selection criteria include gender, age, and socioeconomic background. Further criteria are added as appropriate in each country. A short pre-event
survey serves as the basis for the discussions at the event.
Once in Brussels, the participants are organised into small discussion groups and supported by
facilitators, interpreters, and resource persons. Over two days, they discuss their experiences within
and between the groups. The first stage is to identify shared topics. Then, after exploring and
discussing, three topics are selected as being the most relevant for the national consultations. Finally,
participants deepened their dialogue on these topics and developed a multitude of ideas for them. The
discussions use a combination of innovative dialogue techniques, interim editing and translations and
electronic voting to make sure that all the topics are clear, and everyone’
s point of view is considered.
This report is a short record of the outcomes of the Agenda-Setting Event and was distributed
at the end of the event. A long report will be available by October 20th, 2006. Please contact the
organizers or visit www.european-citizens-consultations.eu to obtain a copy and find out more.
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The European Citizens’Agenda
Note: These topics will be discussed at the National Consultations in all Member States Jan-Mar 2007;
the following paragraphs give only a limited insight into topics raised. Please also refer to the detailed
documentation of the Agenda Setting Event, which will be published on the project web page shortly.

Topic 1: Environment and Energy
What do we want to be discussed?
Waste management and recycling, nuclear power, renewable energies, energy independence,
environmental technologies, influence of lobby groups, coordination of national energy policies, crossborder impact of environmental degradation, joint research, clean production.
We want a Europe that …
...is a role model for a clean, sustainable and independent world.
… provides information and communication to all citizens concerning the environmental impact of all
products.
… respects itself in order to be energetically independent, cleaner, greener - a Europe that breathes.
...reconciles the economy and the environment, to offer a clean, safe and wealthy space for our children
and their descendents.

Topic 2: Social Welfare and Family
What do we want to be discussed?
Child care, improvement and harmonization of health care and social welfare systems, mothers and
fathers between children and careers, equality of non-traditional family models, pharmaceutical lobbies,
anti-smoking campaigns, pricing and availability of drugs in all Member States, abuse of welfare systems,
privatization of pensions, transparency and comparability of European welfare systems, role of
businesses in supporting families.
We want a Europe that …
… raises social welfare systems in poorer countries, promotes gender equality and stronger child
protection laws.
… promotes equality and fairness and supports the financial and social needs of the modern family.
… gives all children an equal chance.
… enables everybody to live together as in a family - with dignity and financial peace of mind, now and in
the future.

Topic 3: Global Role, Outside Borders and Immigration
What do we want to be discussed?
EU as a world power, joint global policies, peace making and democratisation, European armed forces,
common defence policy, energy imports, legal and illegal immigration, common immigration policy,
controls at Europe’
s external borders, support for counties at EU borders, development aid, positive
aspects of immigration, immigration and demographic change.
We want a Europe that …
… is a strong, globally influential Europe with exactly set borders, that everybody can cross, but nobody
can break.
… is respected and respectful.
… acts as a united, strong, independent and proud player on the global level and is open to accept
professionally qualified workers from non-member countries.
… is safe, secures freedom and plays an important role in the world.
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Impressions from the Agenda-Setting Event
“You are the real VIPs. The Commission will listen
to you. I hope you will help us to set the agenda
and give us your arguments.”(M. Wallström)

“This is the best day of my life.”(UK)

"When I go home I will now have an image of
Estonia. I am more conscious now of your
problems." (Maltese)

"We want to be informed about what happens with our
money in the EU."

“I think Malta has gained so much through Europe look at this conference: we are part of it now. Formerly,
we didn't even feature in such issues”(Maltese)

“Ireland has a problem with immigrants as well,
but then Ireland is a country of immigrants or
emigrants as well and we have to learn to accept
them and integrate.”(IRE)

"Football is the most unimportant of the important
things."

“I am very happy to be here.”(Greek)
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What happens next?
The Agenda-Setting Event is merely the first step in a dialogue process that will create debates on the
future of Europe across the Union. Until the end of the “period of reflection”in May 2007, and in time for
the June Summit of the European Council, the European Citizens’Consultations will produce a unique
input for policy-makers as they chart a course for the European project.

Agenda-Setting
Event

Citizen Juries
(Nov 2006)

Oct 2006
European Citizens‘
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National Citizens‘
Consul tations

Final
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Jan - Apr 2007

May 2007

25*National Citizens‘
Perspectives

European Citizens‘
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After the Agenda-Setting Event, two preparatory Citizen Juries in November 2006 with 80 citizens assess
which kind of information citizens require to lead a fruitful discussion on the topics.
At the heart of the project are the National Citizens’Consultations – simultaneous, interlinked debates
in all 25* Member States. From January to April 2007, they debate the topics and identify common ground
to recommend broad policy directions in “National Citizens’Perspectives on the Future of Europe”. Each
consultation has four other consultations in other Member States happening at the same time. They
exchange their results and enable the integration of different perspectives across locations. The
consultations bring together between 30 and 250 participants and adhere to a common timing. They are
organised by national partners and supported by the European partners. In many countries, additional
projects are planned around the national consultations in order to facilitate a broader dialogue.
All national outcomes serve as the basis for a European-level synthesis during the Final Consultation in
May 2007, highlighting the common ground and the areas of divergence between the national outcomes.
The final event also kicks off a comprehensive follow-up process, which actively communicates the
outcomes to policy-makers on national and European level and provides feedback to the participating
citizens and the broader public.

*

The European Citizens’Consultations consortium is currently seeking to expand the National
Consultations to fund and organise dialogue events in Bulgaria and Romania, giving citizens from these
two new Member States the first opportunity to join their fellow Europeans in shaping “their”Europe.
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How to get involved
The European Citizens’Consultations are more than a one-time exercise in citizen involvement. They are
designed as a model for dialogue across the boundaries of geography and language and thereby aim at
establishing a template for future European citizens’participation projects that
create dialogue in a multilingual and decentralised setting,
empower randomly chosen citizens to set the agenda and lead informed debates,
use innovative facilitation methods and modern technology to make every voice heard.
There are many ways to get involved in the European Citizens’Consultations:

As a citizen
§
§
§

contact the national partner in your country and ask about ways to get involved.
use the results of this initiative to talk to your family and friends about the future of Europe.
contact your regional, national, and European representatives and let them know about your
experience.

As a policy maker
§
§
§
§

contact the European lead partner or the national partner in your country to discuss how to
contribute to the project (e.g. with venues, contacts, information, or funding) and how to get
involved personally.
reference the European Citizens’Consultations in your statements.
talk to other policy makers about the value of new forms of dialogue with citizens.
inspire and initiate more projects like this. The partners will assist in every way.

As a journalist
§
§

contact the European media coordinator or the national partner in your country to request
images, quotes, interview partners and other material.
consider the ECC’
s potential for feature articles, TV documentaries, news stories, interviews,
personal stories of participants and many other forms of reporting. The partners will be happy
to assist you with material and ideas.

As a researcher or practitioner
§
§

contact the European lead partner to obtain more detailed information on the methodology
and raw results from the events.
contact the European lead partner or the national partner in your country to discuss
opportunities for knowledge-building and research as well as to establish contacts with likeminded researchers and practitioners.

Also, please look at www.european-citizensconsultations.eu for updated information, and
provide the webmaster with feedback on your
information requirements.
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The ECC all over Europe
European Consortium
§

§

§
§

Project Lead /Co-funding: King Baudouin
Foundation, http://www.kbs-frb.be/, Gerrit Rauws,
Rauws.g@Kbs-frb.be
Media Coordination: European Citizen Action
Service, www.ecas.org, Nathalie Calmejane,
nathalie.calmejane@ecas.org, +32 (2) 512-01 13
Policy Advice: EPC – European Policy Centre,
www.theepc.be, Jacki Davis, j.davis@theepc.be
Scientific Advice: University of Siena,
www.unisi.it, Pierangelo Isernia, isernia@unisi.it

§
§
§

§

Coordination of Funding: NEF – Network of
European Foundations, www.nefic.org
Evaluation: Dialogik gGmbH, www.dialogikexpert.de, Ortwin Renn, renn@dialogik-expert.de
Process Management / Events: IFOK GmbH,
www.ifok.de, Felix Oldenburg (General Mgmt),
felix.oldenburg@ifok.de, +49 (30) 53 60 77-32,
and Stefan Schäfers (Partner Mgmt),
Stefan.schaefers@ifok.de, +32 (2) 500 88-11
Opinion Research: OPTEM, Daniel Debomy,
optem@optem.fr

National Partners (Operating partner if not otherwise indicated)
§
§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§
§

Austria: Centre for Social Innovation, www.zsi.at,
Josef Hochgerner, hochgerner@zsi.at
Belgium: King Baudouin Foundation (Funding
and Operational Partner), www.kbs-frb.be, Hervé
Lisoir, Lisoir.l@Kbs-frb.be
Cyprus: Institute of Statistical Research, Analysis
and Documentation, www.aueb.gr/statisticalinstitute, John Panaretos, opan@aueb.gr
Czech Republic: Partners Czech, o. p. s.,
www.partnersczech.cz, Kristyna Pichova,
kristyna.pichova@partnersczech.cz
Denmark: Danish Cultural Institute,
www.dkibenelux.org, Lone Leth Larsen,
lone.leth.larsen@dkibenelux.org
Estonia: Open Estonia Foundation,
www.oef.org.ee/et, Kelly Grossthal,
kelly@oef.org.ee
Finland: Finnish Cultural Institute,
www.finncult.be, Irma Hjelt,
irma.hjelt@finncult.be
France: Charles Léopold Mayer Foundation
(Funding Partner), www.fph.fr, Economie et
Humanisme (Operational Partner),
www.economie-humanisme.org, Bernard
Pellecuer, bernard.pellecuer@economiehumanisme.org
Germany: Robert Bosch Stiftung (Funding
Partner), www.bosch-stiftung.de, IFOK GmbH
(Operating Partner), www.ifok.de, Felix
Oldenburg, felix.oldenburg@ifok.de
Greece: Bodossaki Foundation (Funding Partner),
Institute of Statistical Research, Analysis and
Documentation (Operational Partner),
www.aueb.gr/statistical-institute, John Panaretos,
opan@aueb.gr
Hungary: Budapest University , www.bme.hu/en,
Imre Hronszky, hronszky@eik.bme.hu
Ireland: Forum on Europe in Ireland,
www.forumoneurope.ie, Eileen Kehoe,
info@forumoneurope.ie
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§
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§
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§

§

§

Italy: Compagnia di San Paolo (Funding Partner),
www.compagnia.torino.it, University of Siena
(Operating Partner), www.unisi.it, Pierangelo
Isernia, isernia@unisi.it
Latvia: Centre for public policy PROVIDUS,
www.providus.lv, Dace Akule, akule@providus.lv
Lithuania: Baltic Partners for Change
Management, www.partnersbaltic.lt, Gaila
Muceniekas, gaila@partnersbaltic.lt
Luxemburg : Université de Luxembourg, Unité
de Recherche STADE, www.cu.lu/stade, Fernand
Fehlen, fernand.fehlen@uni.lu
Malta: Fondazzjoni Temi Zammit, www.ftz.org.mt,
Brian Restall, brian.restall@pim.com.mt
Netherlands: European Cultural Foundation
(Funding Partner), www.eurocult.org, Ivo
Hartmann, i.hartman@publiek-politiek.nl
Poland: Partners Polska, www.fpp.org.pl, Maciej
Tanski, maciej.tanski@partnerspolska.pl
Portugal: Instituto de Ciências Sociais da
Universidade de Lisboa, www.ics.ul.pt, Pedro
Magalhães, pedro.magalhaes@ics.ul.pt
Slovakia: PDCS - Partners for Democratic
Change Slovakia, www.pdcs.sk, Lenka Raposova,
lenka@pdcs.sk
Slovenia: CNVOS - Centre of non-governmental
organisations of Slovenia, www.cnvos.si, Marjan
Huc, marjan.huc@guest.arnes.si
Spain: Luis Vives Foundation,
www.fundacionluisvives.org, Blanca Spottorno,
b.spottorno@fundacionluisvives.org
Sweden: Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (Funding
Partner), www.rj.se, Global Utmaning
(Operational Partner), Pernilla Baralt,
pernilla.baralt@globalutmaning.se, Erika
Augustinsson,
erika.augustinsson@globalutmaning.se
United Kingdom: Power Inquiry,
www.powerinquiry.org, Oliver Henman,
ohenman@gmail.com
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